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DEAR COLLEAGUES, 

With the aim of revitalizing the scholar (inter-university national and international) 
interest in pursuing the scientific insight by publishing frontier ideas in chemical sciences 
(fundamental and applied contributions), after the inertial dawn of XXI, we feel the need of 
re-shaping the Annals of West University of Timisoara – Series of Chemistry (AWUT-SC) to 
consecrate it as a forum of disseminating the seeds of knowledge and premier world-wide 
results in Chemical Sciences. The present efforts continues the worthy contributions of the 
founders and developers of AWUT-SC among which professors Zeno Simon, Adrian 
Chiriac, Mircea Mracec, and Vasile Ostafe are kindly acknowledged along their liberal 
attitude in opening the journal horizons and destiny to the new generations of editors and 
scientists. On the other side, the present endeavor is also motivated by noticing the parallel 
evolution of Sciences on XX: 1914 was the year when the general theory of relativity was 
still not published, and the quantum mechanics was just in its infancy by the 1913’ Bohr 
paper on atomic structure, yet still waiting for the golden age of 20’-30’ when the modern 
foundation of Physics and Chemistry was laid by the cornerstone contributions of 
Schrödinger, Hückel, Pauli, Pauling and their peers. Worth to remember the crucial 1916 
when Lewis advanced its cubic atom as the basic structural ingredient of molecules, from 
where the chemical bonding by electronic pair (the doublet) raised, while the full atomic 
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cubic configuration (the octet rule) was naturally formulated, then extended by Langmuir 
(1919) contributions till the 60’ Linnett’s double quartet theory. Equally ground-breaking 
experiments as those advancing the chemical nano-structure determinations by X-ray 
diffraction, the Raman spectroscopy, by LASER applications, to the femtosecond chemistry 
just spanned the XX century with all its peaks towards the nowadays integrated nano-
chemistry. So, where we are today? At near a century from Lewis’s theory of chemical 
structure and “cocking” the XXI scientific revolution for when century anniversary from 
when the quantum mechanics expanded our world from 1927 ahead is anticipated! So 2027 
is nearly knocking, and then with the rest of XXI fully of fundamental and applicative 
frontiers’ expansions and “scientifically miracles” just ready to come! The signs are obvious 
from nowadays: the chemistry is no longer a self-contained discipline anymore; today we 
have: physical chemistry, theoretical and computational chemistry, biochemistry, molecular 
biology and biophysics, bioactives and nutraceuticals, green chemistry, material sciences 
and nanotechnology, molecular imaging and diagnosis, molecular architecture and 
pathology, molecular recognition and toxicology, etc. And all is Chemistry! And much more 
ahead! 

On the other hand, paralleling such changing-challenging paradigm regarding the 
chemical sciences on a breath platform of inter-related disciplines, we are facing also with 
generational turn (from X to Y to Z…) so being in a point from where to secure the next 
decades of new young scientists for an open and dynamical frontier forum for the Chemistry 
of XXI! With this aim the AWUT-SC will go to the NEW FRONTIERS IN CHEMSITRY 
(New Front. Chem.) magazine, from the next number, whose one is expected to fulfill: 

 Reshaping the Editorial Board on an active international basis of editors; 
 Reshaping the contents of the journal from fundamental/theoretical to 

applicative/experimental sections; 
 Reshaping the journal cover in a adaptive by issues’ editor choice paper’s 

figure; 
 Designing and relating the web-site of New Front. Chem. with the former 

AWUT-SC. 
On scientifically side, the New Front. Chem. journal will feature striking points 

too:  
 Papers addressing a broad fundamental interest in chemical XXI inter-

disciplinary fields are highly expected, including mathematical-chemistry, 
physical-chemistry, biological-chemistry, medicinal-chemistry, pharmaceutical 
sciences, chemical engineering, and nano-chemistry at large; 

 Papers addressing experimental non-routinely analysis with potential impact in 
further technical progress and chemical structures’ knowledge, also in related 
with various sub-disciplines (inorganic-, organic-, analytical-, environmental-, 
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clinical-, spectroscopy, etc.) are equally envisaged; 
 Papers combining theoretical with experimental findings and techniques will be 

given first priority and will be accordingly marked in on-line and  print 
editions; 

 Short communications are given fast track processing and, once accepted, will 
be published under “rapid communication” label in on-line and  print editions; 

 Each issue will benefit of some thematic or invited Review such that the issue 
to be flexible used in the hands of scholars and researchers alike; 

 Additional chemical data and structure information will be deposited as 
Supplementary material on the magazine web and freely available; 

 Open access publication will be offered for accepted articles without 
publication or processing fee, while the journal will run also as in-print limited 
(and on demand) edition; 

 The peer review will maintain the international rigor, assuring the best 
satisfaction for published authors having accepted their best manuscripts as 
well to the international community benefiting for the first-rated published 
information; 

 Four numbers per year are envisaged, while special issues dedicated to great 
personalities contributing chemical fields’ advancement world-wild, thematic 
issues or conference proceedings are under journal purview as well, with any 
proposal in this respect being highly welcomed by Editor-in-Chief; 

 Highly cited authors for their papers in New Front. Chem. will be offered 
special agreement for publishing an entire monograph in the paper subject in 
the allied FRONTIERS IN CHEMISTRY MONOGRAPHS Series. 

 
We are pleased to welcome you as author, peer-reviewer, reader, and editor of the 

unavoidable New Frontiers in Chemistry! 
 
Timișoara, June 2013  

 


